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This paper gives the following description of K of the endomorphism ring of a0
finitely generated projective module.
THEOREM. Let T be a ring and P a finitely generated, projecti¨ e T-module. Let I
 .  .be the trace ideal of P. Then K End P is isomorphic to a subgroup of K T , I . If ,0 T 0
 .  .  .further, the natural map K T ª K TrI is surjecti¨ e then K End P is isomor-1 1 0 T
 . nphic to the subgroup of K T generated by the direct summands of P , for n g N.0
As a corollary we can determine K of the ring of invariants for many free linear0
actions. In particular, the following result is proved.
THEOREM. Let V be a fixed-point-free linear representation of a finite group G o¨er
 .a field k of characteristic zero and let S V be the symmetric algebra of V. Let K be any
  .G  .. w  .G  .x:finite-dimensional k-¨ ector space. Then K S V m S K s S V m S K .0 k k
 .Similar results are given for suitable noncommutative versions of S V . Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let T be a ring and P a finitely generated, projective T-module. This
 .paper is concerned with the computation of K End P and applications0 T
 .of this. If P is also a generator then Morita theory says that K End P (0 T
 .K T . However, when P fails to be a generator such a result breaks down.0
In the Noetherian case one knows thanks to Quillen's localisation theo-
w x.  .  .rem Qu, Theorem 5.5 that G End P is a quotient of G T . However,0 T 0
in many interesting situations that occur ``naturally'' see below, for
.  .examples End P will have infinite global dimension and so K End PT 0 T
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 .can be quite different from G End P . The most general result of this0 T
 .  .paper see Theorem 2.5 shows that K End P is isomorphic to a0 T
 .subgroup of the relative K-group K T , I , where I is the trace ideal of P.0
 .Recall that K T , I is the group which fits into an exact sequence0
K T ª K TrI ª K T , I ª K T ª K TrI . .  .  .  .  .1 1 0 0 0
THEOREM. Let T be a ring and P a finitely generated, projecti¨ e T-mod-
 .ule. Let I be the trace ideal of P. Then K End P is isomorphic to a0 T
 .  .  .subgroup of K T , I . If , further, the natural map K T ª K TrI is0 1 1
 .  .surjecti¨ e then K End P is isomorphic to the subgroup of K T generated0 T 0
by the direct summands of P n, for n g N.
w xThis theorem is a generalisation of CH, Theorem 2.1 .
Section 3 contains several applications of this theorem to computing
 .K-theory of rings of invariants for usually linear finite group actions. The
theorem does apply because if G is a finite group of automorphisms of a
 .ring S and the order of G is invertible in S then the ring of invariants
SG ( End P is the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated projectiveT
module P over the skew group ring T s SaG.
 .For example, the following result is proved see Corollary 3.9 .
THEOREM. Let V be a fixed-point-free linear representation of a finite
group G o¨er a field of characteristic zero. Let K be any finite-dimensional
 .   .G¨ector space and let S V be the symmetric algebra of V. Then K S V m0 k
 .. w  .G  .x:S K s S V m S K .k
  .G. w xNote that Brown and Lorenz have computed G S V in BL2 .0
In several cases similar results to the theorem hold for suitable noncom-
 .mutative versions of S V . For simplicity, we will state special cases here.
In detail, we can prove the following result about Veronese subalgebras of
``regular'' algebras. Examples of algebras satisfying the hypotheses of the
 .theorem see Theorem 3.14 are symmetric algebras, Sklyanin algebras,
  ..and O M k .q n
THEOREM. Let S be a graded algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field k.
Suppose that S s k, S is finite-dimensional, and S is generated by S .0 1 1
Suppose that S is Noetherian of finite global dimension. Let n be an integer so
that the characteristic of k is coprime to n. Let A be the Veronese subalgebra
 . w x:A s [ S . Then K A s A .dn 0d
There are also results for coordinate rings of quantum affine spaces see
.Theorem 3.17 .
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THEOREM. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and
 .  .let m and n be positi¨ e integers. Let l g M k* be such that:i j n
 . y1a l s l , for all i, j;i j ji
 .b l s 1, for all i;i i
 .  :c the subgroup l of k* contains no nontri¨ ial mth roots of unity.i j
 4  :  :Let S s k x , . . . , x r x x y l x x and let G s s be the subgroup1 n i j i j j i
 .of GL kx q ??? q kx defined by s ? x s v x , for 1 F i F n, where1 n i i i
v , . . . , v are primiti¨ e mth roots of unity.1 n
 G. w G x:Then K S s S .0
For more details, and further examples see Sect. 3.
Since the preprint version of this paper was circulated in 1993 the
author and P. Polo have used the first theorem of the Introduction as an
important step in their proof that K of any singular minimal primitive0
factor of the enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra is free see
w x.HP . W. Crawley-Boevey and the author have given another application
w xof this theorem in C-BH where they compute K of deformations of0
Kleinian singularities.
2. K-THEORY OF ENDOMORPHISM RINGS
2.1
We begin with some generalities about Grothendieck groups. For de-
w x w x  .tails, see Qu or Ba . Let T be a ring. Let Proj T denote the category of
finitely generated, projective right T-modules. The Grothendieck group
  ..  .K Proj T of this category is denoted by K T . Recall that we may0 0
 .associate such a Grothendieck group K A to any exact category A whose0
objects admit a set of isomorphism classes. If F: A ª B is an exact functor
 .  .of such categories we write K F for the induced homomorphism K A0 0
 .  .  .ª K B , unless F s m B: Proj A ª Proj B is the functor corre-0 A
sponding to a ring homomorphism h: A ª B, in which case we write
 .K h .0
2.2
Now suppose that P is a finitely generated, projective, right T-module
 .with dual P* s Hom P, T and with trace ideal
I s P*P s u p : for u g P* and p g P . . i i i i 5
i
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 .This paper is concerned with the description of K End P in terms of0 T
 .  .  .K T . Let Add P denote the full subcategory of Proj T whose objects0
M satisfy MI s M. Note that P is an object of this category. Next we have
 w x .a well-known lemma. For a proof see CH, Theorem 1.6 .
 .  .LEMMA. The mutually in¨erse functors m P*: Add P ª Proj End PT T
 .  .and m P: Proj End P ª Add P induce an equi¨ alence of cate-End P TT
 .gories. In particular, these functors induce an isomorphism K End P ª0 T
  ..K Add P .0
 .Remark. The category Add P is the additive category generated by P,
that is, every object is isomorphic to a direct summand of P n, for some n.
2.3
 .  .The inclusion functor i: Add P ª Proj T induces a homomorphism
 .   ..  .  .  .K i : K Add P ª K T . Note that im K i : ker K f , where0 0 0 0 0
f : T ª TrI is the natural projection.
2.4
 . w xLet us recall the definition of K T . For more details, see Ba . If1
 .m G n are positive integers there is a natural homomorphism GL T ªn
 .GL T defined bym
A 0A ¬ . /0 1
 .  .Taking the direct limit we set GL T s lim GL T . The canonical injec-n n
 .  .  .tive homomorphism GL T ª GL T is denoted by i . Note that GLn n n
 .and GL are functors from the category of rings to the category of
 .  .groups. We denote by E T the subgroup of GL T generated byn n
 .  .elementary matrices and by E T the direct limit lim E T , a subgroupn n
 . w  .  .x  .of GL T . Whitehead's lemma says that GL T , GL T s E T and we
 .  .  .write K T s GL T rE T , as usual. K is a functor from rings to1 1
abelian groups. If Q is a finitely generated, projective right T-module and
a is a T-module automorphism of Q then there is a well-defined class Wa
 . nin K T defined as follows. Choose N so that Q [ N ( T . Then extend1
 .a to an element b of GL T by letting b act as the identity on N.n
 .  .  .  .Define Wa g K T to be the image of i b under GL T ª K T .1 n 1
LEMMA. Let T be a ring, I an ideal of T , and f : T ª TrI the canonical
 .homomorphism. If b g GL TrI is such that Wb s 0 then there existsm
 .n G m and a g GL T such thatn
b 0
GL f a s . .  .n  /0 1
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Proof. Since Wb s 0 there exists n G m such that
b 0
g s g E TrI . .n /0 1
 .  . .But there exists a g E T with GL f a s g .n n
2.5
Again, let T be a ring, I an ideal of T , and f : T ª TrI the canonical
w xmap. It is shown in Ba1, Sect. 13 that there is an exact sequence of
abelian groups
 .  .K f K f1 d d 06 6 6 6K T K TrI K T , I K T K TrI . .  .  .  .  .1 1 0 0 0
w xLet us recall briefly from Ba1, Sect. 13 the description of the maps and
 .groups in this sequence. The group K T , I is defined as follows. Let0
 .  .Proj T , I be the category whose objects are triples s s A, a , B with A
 .and B objects of Proj T and a : ArAI ª BrBI a TrI-module isomor-
 .  .  .phism. Let s s A, a , B and s 9 s A9, a 9, B9 be objects of Proj T , I .
 .A morphism h: s ª s 9 is a pair h s f , g of T-module maps f : A ª A9






commutes. The category has direct sums:
a 0
s [ s 9 s A [ A9, , B [ B9 . / /0 a 9
 .The category also has the structure of a groupoid. If s s A, a , A9 and
 .  .s 9 s A9, a 9, A0 then we write s 9s s A, a 9a , A0 . We single out some
 .  .distinguished objects in Proj T , I . A triple of the form A, b , A is called
 .an automorphism. A triple of the form A, 1 , A is called an identity.A r A I
 .Finally, define an equivalence relation on Proj T , I as follows. We write
s ; s 9 if there exist identities t and t 9 and an automorphism e s
 .  .  .  .B, b , B , so that Wb g K TrI is zero and s [ t e ( s 9 [ t 9 . The1
 .  .monoid Proj T , I r; is in fact a group, and this group is K T , I . We0
 .  .denote the equivalence class of a triple A, a , B by R A, a , B . R is
 .additive on direct sums in Proj T , I and Rs 9s s Rs q Rs 9. Let us
 .  .  n n.define d and d. If g g GL TrI then d Wg s R T , g , T . Whereasn
 . w x w xdR A, a , B s A y B .
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THEOREM. Let T be a ring and P a finitely generated, projecti¨ e right
T-module. Let I be the trace ideal of P. There is an injecti¨ e homomorphism
  ..  . w x  .F: K Add P ª K T , I with F A s R A, 0, 0 .0 0
 .  .Remark. Note that dF s K i : ker K f , where f : T ª TrI is the0 0
canonical map. There are examples for which this latter inclusion is an
equality and examples where it is strict.
Proof. In this proof we will consider various T-module isomorphisms of
the form s : T i [ V ª T i [ W, for T-modules V and W with VI s V and
WI s W. Such an isomorphism induces another isomorphism
i ii i i iTrI ( T [ V r T [ V I ª T [ W r T [ W I ( TrI . .  .  .  .  .  .
We denote this isomorphism by s .
Let us show that F is well defined. Observe that if A is an object of
 .  .  .Add P then ArAI s 0, so certainly A, 0, 0 is an object of Proj T , I .
Let
0 ª A0 ª A ª A9 ª 0
 .be an exact sequence of objects of Add P . We must show that
R A , 0, 0 s R A0 , 0, 0 q R A9, 0, 0 . .  .  .
 .  .But the right-hand side of this expression is R A0 [ A9, 0, 0 s R A, 0, 0 .
w t x w x  .Now suppose that P y M g ker F, for some object M of Add P .
 t .  .  t .  .Thus R P , 0, 0 s R M, 0, 0 . It follows that R P , 0, 0 q R 0, 0, M s 0
 t .  t . .and hence we have P , 0, M ; 0. Thus, P , 0, M [ t e ( t 9, for iden-
 .  .tities t s A, 1 , A and t 9 s B, 1 , B and an automorphismA r A I Br BI
 t t .  .e s P [ A, b , P [ A such that Wb s 0 in K TrI . It follows that1
P t [ A , 0 [ 1 b , M [ A ( B , 1 , B . .  . . Br BI
Without loss of generality we may replace A by T m for some m, so that
P t [ T m , 0 [ 1 b , M [ T m ( B , 1 , B . .  . . Br BI
 .Let f , g be this isomorphism. Since Wb s 0 we know that, possibly after
t mincreasing m, there exists an automorphism a of P [ T so that b s a .
Define an isomorphism f s a fy1 g : M [ T m ª P t [ T m. Then we have
f s 1. Now consider the inductive statement:
 .  .S r : there exists a nonnegative integer p s p r and an isomor-
r p r t p .phism x s x r : T [ M [ P ª T [ P [ P such that x s 1.
 .  .We have just seen that S m is true. We show that the truth of S r
 .  .implies the truth of S r y 1 . Since S 0 is the required result, the proof
will then be complete.
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 . rLet e , 1 F i F r denote the standard basis of T . By the hypothesisi
 .  . r t px e [ 0 [ 0 s e q a [ f [ g, for some a g I , f g P , g g P . Let1 1
a g I be the first coordinate of a. By the definition of I there exists a
 .  .k  . kpositive integer k, Q s u , . . . , u g P* , and b s b , . . . , b g P1 k 1 k
such that Q ? b s u b s a. Define an automorphism a of T r [ M [i i
p k  .P [ P by w [ x [ y [ z ¬ w [ x [ y [ z q bw . The isomorphism1
x has a unique extension to an isomorphism T r [ M [ P p [ P k ª T r [
P t [ P p [ P k which is the identity on P k. We also denote this isomor-
phism by x . Then
x a e [ 0 [ 0 [ 0 s e q a [ f [ g [ b. .  . .1 1
Define an automorphism b of T r [ P t [ P p [ P k by
w [ x [ y [ z ¬ w y Q ? z, 0, . . . , 0 [ x [ y [ z. . .
 .Write g s bxa . Then g e [ 0 [ 0 [ 0 is a vector whose first coordinate1
r t p kis 1. Furthermore g s 1. Let d be an automorphism of T [ P [ P [ P
that realises the obvious set of elementary row operations necessary to
 .map g e [ 0 [ 0 [ 0 to e [ 0 [ 0 [ 0. Evidently, the composed map1 1
dg satisfies dgs 1. Since dg fixes e [ 0 [ 0 [ 0 it induces an isomor-1
ry1 p k ry1 t p kphism t : T [ M [ P [ P ª T [ P [ P [ P , with t s 1.
2.6. COROLLARY. Keep the hypotheses of the theorem.
 .  .  .a If K f is surjecti¨ e then K End P is isomorphic to the sub-1 0 T
 . ngroup of K T generated by the classes of the direct summands of P , for0
n g N.
 .  .b If coker K f is torsion then1
K End P m Q ¨ ker K f m Q. .  . .0 T Z 0 Z
2.7
wThe following lemma is extremely useful. It is taken from Ba, Corol-
xlary 2.2, p. 453 .
LEMMA. Let A be a right Noetherian ring of finite right global dimension
 .and suppose that J is a nilpotent ideal of A. Then the natural map K A ª1
 .K ArJ is an isomorphism.1
2.8
The following lemma will be useful in the next section. The statement
w xinvolves cyclic homology groups which are defined in LQ . Note that
 . w xHC A s Ar A, A , for a ring A. Further, if J is an ideal of A there is0
an exact sequence in cyclic homology
HC A ª HC ArJ ª HC A , J ª HC A ª HC ArJ . .  .  .  .  .1 1 0 0 0
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LEMMA. Let A be a k-algebra, for some field k, and let J be a nilpotent
 .ideal of A. Let p : A ª ArJ be the canonical map. If HC A, J s 0 then0
 .  .K p has torsion kernel. If , in addition, k has characteristic zero then K p1 1
is an isomorphism.
w x  .Proof. Goodwillie's result G, Main Theorem shows that HC A, J0
 .  .m Q ( K A, J m Q. Thus K A, J is torsion.Z 1 Z 1
wNow suppose that k has characteristic zero. Then, by We, Theorem
x  .A.1 , K A, J is a k-vector space and hence must actually be zero.1
3. K-THEORY OF RINGS OF INVARIANTS
3.1
Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of a ring S and suppose that
< <G is a unit in S. Let T s SaG be the skew group ring and e s  g gg g G
T. Then P s eT is a projective right T-module and End P ( SG. TheT
 .trace ideal of P is I s TeT. Write R s R G, S s TrTeT , the ramifica-
tion algebra, and denote by f : T ª R the canonical map. The reduced
 .ramification algebra is R s RrJ R . We write p : R ª R for the canonical
map. The results of the previous section readily apply to the computation
 G.of K S . In this section we shall give a number of illustrative examples.0
3.2
We can obtain precise results for certain linear actions. These results
work equally well if S is the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie
algebra, if S is a polynomial ring, or if S is a Sklyanin algebra. So we begin
with a general formulation that covers all of these cases.
3.3
Fix in 3.4]3.21 the following notation and hypotheses. Any other hy-
potheses will be additional to these.
Let k be a field and let V be a finite-dimensional k-vector space. Let G
 .be a finite subgroup of GL V . Suppose that the characteristic of k does
not divide the order of G.
3.4
 .The McKay qui¨ er M V of the representation V of G is defined as
follows. Let V , . . . , V be a list of the nonisomorphic simple kG-modules,0 n
 .with V the trivial module. Then M V has one vertex for each of these0
simple modules. Further, for each i, there are t arrows from j to i, wherei j
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&[V m V ( t V . The reduced McKay qui¨ er of V, written M V , is the .jk i i j j
quiver obtained from the McKay quiver by removing the vertex 0 and all
 .the edges which start or end at 0. For example, if dim V s 2 and G : SL V&
then M V is obtained from the associated Dynkin diagram of G see .
v v v vw x.GSV, Sect. 0 by replacing every edge } by ¡ . We will write, in the
obvious notation, GA , GD , GE , for the quivers arising this way. Forn n n
v v vexample, GA s ~ ~ is the quiver corresponding to a cyclic subgroup3
 .of SL V of order 4.
3.5
 .  .When all the assumptions a ] e below are verified we say that G acts
admissibly on S.
 . w xa S s k V is a k-algebra which is generated by V.
 .b SV is a proper ideal of S.
 .c The action of G on V induces k-algebra automorphisms of S.
 .  .d Giving S the natural filtration the associated graded ring gr S
is Noetherian and has finite global dimension.
 .e I l S contains some power of SV.
3.6. THEOREM. Let G act admissibly on S.
 .  .  G. w G x:a If K f is surjecti¨ e then K S s S . This is the case, in1 0
particular, if R has finite global dimension.
 .  .  G.b If HC p is injecti¨ e then K S has rank 1.0 0
 .  .  G.c If HC p is injecti¨ e and k has characteristic zero then K S s0 0
w G x:S .
 .Proof. a Note that gr T s gr SaG has finite global dimension, by
w x w xMR, Theorem 7.5.6 . It follows from Quillen's theorem Qu, Theorem 6.7
 .  .that the inclusion kG : T induces isomorphisms K kG ª K T . Leti i
e kG be the principal indecomposable kG-modules, generated by primi-x
< <  . w xtive idempotents e , say e s G e . Thus, K T is free on the basis e T .x 1 0 x
Let a s I l S. I claim that a : SV. Now, if x g a then x s  s et , withi i i
s , t g S. It follows that x s  s  t g g and so x s  s t and, for g / 1,i i i i g i i i i
g  g .we have  s t s 0. Hence, for any g / 1, one has x s  s t y t and soi i i i i i i
x g SV. Note that TrVT ( kG.
 .  . .Now, R ( TrTeT , where T s Sra aG. Since SVra T rTeT is a
nilpotent ideal it is contained in the radical of R. The factor by this ideal is
  . .  . .semisimple it is ( Tr TeT q VT ( kGrekG , so SVra T rTeT is the
 .radical of R. In particular, R ( kGrekG. Now, K p is an isomorphism.0
 . w x  .Thus, K R is free on the basis e R , for x / 1. In particular, K f is0 x 0
w xsurjective with kernel generated by eT .
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 .Assume that K f is epic. Thus the results of Theorem 2.5 apply and1
 .  .  . w x:we can deduce that K i is injective. Now im K i : ker K f s eT .0 0 0
w x  .  G.Further, eT is in the image of K i and so K S is isomorphic to the0 0
w x:  .  .subgroup eT of K T . This proves the first claim of a .0
 .  .  .Now, K p f s K p K f is surjective since the composition1 1 1
 .  .  .  .K kG ( K T ª K kGrekG evidently is. Thus, we see that K f will1 1 1 1
 .  .  .be rationally surjective if K p is rationally injective. In particular,1
 .using Lemma 2.7, if R has finite global dimension then K f is surjective.1
 .b Recall that R is separable over k. In particular, p is split and so
  ..  .  .HC R, J R s ker HC p . If HC p is injective it follows from Lemma0 0 0
 .2.8 that the surjective map K p has torsion kernel. Thus, the cokernel of1
 .  .K f is torsion. Now, by Corollary 2.6, we have that K End P m Q ¨1 0 T
  ..ker K f m Q ( Q. Hence, the result.0
 .  .c By Lemma 2.8, K p is an isomorphism. Now proceed as in the1
 .proof of part a .
Remark. R does not ``usually'' have finite global dimension.
3.7. EXAMPLE. The action of G on V induces an action on the sym-
 .metric algebra S s S V . If G acts freely on V _ 0 the action is admissible.
Proof. We only need to show that a s I l S is VS-primary. To do this
we may clearly replace k by its algebraic closure. Since the action is free
away from the fixed origin the required result follows from classical
 w x w x.ramification theory see, for example, AG, Appendix , R .
 G.3.8. THEOREM. Keep the hypotheses of Example 3.7. Then K S has0
 G. w G x:rank 1. If , in addition, k has characteristic zero then K S s S .0
 .Proof. We must show that HC p is injective. For, then we may apply0
 . w x nTheorem 3.6 b . To do this it is enough to show that T , T = V t , for all
n G 1 and 1 / t g G. Since the G-action is free, t does not have 1 as an
eigenvalue on V.
  ..Let b g S and suppose that a g V. Then abt y bt a s b a y t a t .
w xSince 1 y t is injective on V, it is also surjective. It follows that T , T =
SVt , as required.
3.9. COROLLARY. Keep the hypotheses of Example 3.7. Let K be a
  .G  ..finite-dimensional k-¨ ector space. Then K S V m S K has rank 1. If ,0 k
  .G  .. w  .Gin addition, k has characteristic zero then K S V m S K s S V m0 k k
 .x:S K .
Proof. Roughly speaking the idea of the proof is to follow through the
proof of the theorem taking account of the fact that the various rings
 . arising there get tensored by S K . In detail and with the notation
.  .  .  .U s V [ K T ( T m S K , R ( R m S K , and R ( R m S K .U V k U V k U V k
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Again the inclusion kG ª T induces an isomorphism in K-theory. IU
 . w x  .claim that K f has kernel generated by eT . Now R ( kGrekG m0 U U U
 .  .  .  .S K . It follows that K kG ( K T ª K R is surjective for all i. Ini i U i U
 . w x  .particular, K R is free on the basis e R , for x / 1, and K p f is0 U x U 0 U U
w x  . surjective with kernel Z eT . Now K p is certainly injective as we areU 0 U
.factoring out the radical and the previous sentence shows that it is
 .surjective and hence an isomorphism. Evidently then, K f is surjective0 U
w xwith kernel generated by eT .U
 .So, in order to prove the corollary, it is enough to show that K f has1 U
torsion cokernel. Now since p is split, the argument of the proof ofU
 .  .Lemma 2.8 shows that K p has torsion kernel. But K p is surjective1 U 1 U
 .  .we are factoring out the radical . Thus, as K p f is surjective, it1 U U
 .follows that K f has torsion cokernel, as required.1 U
Suppose now that k has characteristic zero and let L be a field
extension of k. Now G acts naturally on the L-vector space V m L andk
 .G  .GS V m L ( S V m L . By the theorem, we see that the natural mapk k
  .G.   .G . wK S V ª K S V m L is an isomorphism. Thus, by MP, Lemma0 0 k
x  .3.1 , applied with L s Frac S K , we obtain the result.
 .3.10. Remarks. a Note that the assumption that G act freely is
w xrather restrictive. Such groups are classified in W, 7.2.18 .
 .   .G.b Brown and Lorenz have a formula for G S V , for any finite0
 .  w x.subgroup G of GL V see BL2 .
 .c It follows from Gubeladze's solution of Anderson's conjecture in
w x  w x .Gu see Sw for an exposition of the work that if G is a finite abelian
 .  .subgroup of GL V or more generally a torus then all finitely generated
 .Gprojective S V -modules are free.
 .d An old result of Murthy shows that if A is a normal N-graded
commutative algebra finitely generated over a field A then Pic A s 0.0
w xFor more results about such A when dim A s 2, see Sr . If dim V s 2
 w x.then Theorem 3.8 follows from Anderson's work see An .
3.11
We shall need to recall some facts about about finite-dimensional
algebras. Let k be an algebraically closed field and let A be a finite-di-
mensional k-algebra. A is Morita equivalent to a unique up to isomor-
. phism basic k-algebra B. If L is a quiver with finitely many edges and
.vertices write kL for the path algebra of L and p for the ideal generated
 .by the paths of length at least 2. There exists a unique quiver G s G A ,
the Ext-qui¨ er of A, such that B s kGrJ, for an ideal J contained in p.
 .  2 ..  .Note that G A s G ArJ A . If G A contains no oriented cycles then
A has finite global dimension. However, A may have finite global dimen-
 .sion even if G A contains oriented cycles.
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One can often extend the theory of this subsection to the case when k is
not algebraically closed. We will not go into details here but instead refer
w xto B for details. However, we will use this extension without further
comment.
 .3.12. EXAMPLE. Let S s T V rH be a quotient of the tensor algebra
on V by a homogeneous ideal H and suppose, to avoid trivial cases, that
.V ª S is injective . Suppose also that S is Noetherian of finite global
 .dimension. Interesting examples of this type include S V , of course, and
w xalso the Sklyanin algebras in ATV and the coordinate ring of quantum
  ..n = n matrices O M k .q n
3.13. LEMMA. Keep the hypotheses of Example 3.12. If H = V n then G&
 .acts admissibly on S and, if k is algebraically closed, G R s M V . .
Proof. That G acts admissibly is clear. Note that SrV 2S s
 . 2  .S V rV S V . Thus, all the work has been done by Auslander and
w x  . 2  .Reiten AR, Lemma 2 , who show that if L s S V rV S V then LaG is
 .  : 2Morita equivalent to kM V rp. Now LaGr e s TrV T q TeT s
 . 2 .  :TrTeT rJ TrTeT . Thus LaGr e has the same Ext-quiver as R. But,
tracing through the Morita equivalence, one finds that factoring out the
 :ideal e of LaG corresponds to factoring out the ideal generated by the
 .vertex 0 from kM V rp.
 .3.14. THEOREM Veronese subalgebras . Keep the hypotheses of Exam-
ple 3.12. Suppose that k contains a primiti¨ e nth root of unity v. Suppose
 :  G. w G x:that G s s acts by s ? ¨ s v¨ . Then K S s S .0
Proof. An easy argument using Vandermonde determinants shows that
V ny1 : H l S. Thus the action is admissible. Now the reduced McKay
quiver is easily seen to have no oriented cycles. The result follows.
3.15. COROLLARY. Keep the hypotheses and notation of the theorem and
let K be any finite-dimensional k-¨ ector space. Assume that S m L isk
 .Noetherian of finite global dimension for the field extension L s Frac S K of
 G.  G  .. k. Then the map K S ª K S m S K is an isomorphism and both0 0 k
.groups are isomorphic to Z .
Remark. Note that the additional hypothesis of the corollary that the
 .good properties of S should be stable under a particular base extension
will be true of all the examples mentioned in 3.12.
Proof. of Corollary 3.15. If L is any field extension of k then SG mk
L ( [ S L , where S L s S m L. It follows from the previous resultdn kdG 0
 G.  G .  .that K S ª K S m L is an isomorphism both groups are Z . Thus,0 0 k
w x  G.  G  ..by MP, Lemma 3.1 we can deduce that K S ª K S m S K is an0 0 k
isomorphism.
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3.16. THEOREM. Suppose that k is algebraically closed. Let V s kx q ky
 : y1and suppose that G s s acts by s ? x s v x and s ? y s v y, for a
 .  .  :primiti¨ e n q 1 st root of unity v. Let S s T V r xy y l yx , for some
 G. w G x:nonzero l g k. Then K S s S .0
Proof. Write e : 1 F i F n, for the vertices, and f i , f iq1: 1 F i F ni iq1 i
y 1, for the edges in kGA . Here, f 1 is the edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2,n 2
etc. Let K be the ideal generated by f iy1 f i y l f iq1 f i : 1 F i F n.i iy1 i iq1
 .Here edges involving the vertex 0 or n q 1 are conventionally zero . Now
let A s kGA rK. We will show that A is finite-dimensional and that ifn
 .  .Ã : A ª ArJ A is the canonical map then K Ã is an isomorphism.1
To show that A is finite-dimensional it is enough to show, using the
relations in K, that there exists N such that any oriented cycle in GA mayn
be reduced to one of length F N. Now let c be such a cycle. Then
iy1 i  .c s f c9 f or a symmetric alternative for a cycle c9 of shorter length.i iy1
I claim that c may be reduced to a scalar multiple of some power of
f iy1 f i . This is proved by induction on the length of c. If c has lengthi iy1
2 it is clear. By induction, c9 can be reduced to a scalar multiple of
 iy2 iy1.m  i iy1.mf f . Now the latter is a scalar multiple of f , f . It followsiy1 iy2 iy1 i
 iy1 i .mq 1that c can be reduced to a scalar multiple of f f , as required.i iy1
Now, in A, we have
iiy1 i iy1 iy2 1 2 1 2 iy1 iy1f f s m f f ??? f f f f ??? f f s 0. .i iy1 i iy1 2 1 2 1 iy2 i
Thus A is finite-dimensional.
Now A is basic thus, writing U for the group of units of A, we have
  ..  4 nU s H 1 q J A , where H s a e : a / 0 ( k* . In order to provei i i
 .  .  .that K Ã is injective it certainly suffices to show that 1 q J A : V A ,1
 .  . .y1  . : wwhere V A s 1 q ab 1 q ba : 1 q ab g U . For, by Si, Proposi-
x  .  .  .  .tion 6.53, p. 140 , K A ( UrV A . Recall that V A = U, U .1
First of all, we use the action of the torus H to obtain some elements in
 .  .U, U . Let a g k* and set u s 1 q a y 1 e . Let f be a path in A fori
 .which e f s f but fe s 0 i.e., f ends but does not start at vertex i . Theni i
f 2 s 0 and so
u 1 q f uy1 1 y f s 1 q ay1 y 1 f g U, U . .  .  .  .
 .  .Thus, 1 q b f g U, U , for all b g k.
 .The other type of path in A is a cycle c and up to a scalar must be a
iy1 i  .power of c s f f , for some i. Suppose, for a moment, that 1 q bci i iy1 i
 .  m.g V A , for any b g k. Now, for g g k*, we can write 1 q g c si
 . 1 y v c , where the product runs over the mth roots of yg . Thusv i
 m.  .1 q g c g V A , for all g g k.i
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Let us show that if c is a scalar multiple of a cycle of length 2 then
 .  .1 q c g V A . We do this by induction, starting at i s 1. Assume that
 iy1 i .  .  i i.1 q a a g V A where we are using a for a scalar multiple of f .i iy1 j j
Now,
y1y1 y1iq1 i iy1 i1 q a a s 1 q l a a g V A , .  . .  .i iq1 i iy1
 i iq1.  .  .by induction, and so 1 q a a g V A , by the definition of V A .iq1 i
Thus we have shown that if a is a scalar multiple of a path in A of
 .  .length at least 1 then 1 q a g V A . Now, if a , . . . , a are scalar1 t
multiples of edges then
a s 1 q a ??? 1 q a s 1 q a q ??? qa q e g V A , .  .  .  .1 t 1 t
where e is a linear combination of paths of length 2. Now, if b , . . . , b are1 s
scalar multiples of paths of length 2 and e s  e , with each e a scalari i i
path of length 2, we have
a 1 q b ??? 1 q b 1 y e ??? 1 y e .  .  .  .1 s 1 r
s 1 q a q ??? qa q b q ??? qb q z g V A .  .1 t 1 s
for some linear combination of paths of length at least 3, z . Repeating this
  ..  .argument finitely many times we eventually obtain that 1 q J A : V A .
 .  .We have shown that K Ã is injective and hence an isomorphism . We1
now show that R is a factor of A. Since both of these algebras have the
 .same semisimple factor this will show that K p : R ª R is an isomor-1
 .phism. This in turn will show that K f is surjective, as is required to1
prove the result.
 . n  i. j jSet E s 1rn q 1  v s , for 0 F i F n. Thus E s 0 in R. If wei js0 0
set F j s E x s xE and F jy1 s E y s yE , for 2 F j F n, then it isjy1 jy1 j j j jy1
easy to see that R is generated by the Es and Fs and that they satisfy
relations making R a factor of A. The proof is now complete.
3.17. EXAMPLE. Suppose that k contains m distinct mth roots of unity.
 .  .Let V s kx q ??? qkx and choose l g M k* such that:1 n i j n
 . y1a l s l , for all i, j;i j ji
 .b l s 1, for all i;i i
 .  : c the subgroup L s l of k* has no m-torsion i.e., it containsi j
.no nontrivial mth roots of unity .
 .  :Let S s T V r x x y l x x . Let v , . . . , v be primitive mth rootsi j i j j i 1 n
 :of unity. Suppose that G s s and that s ? x s v x , for 1 F i F n.i i i
 G.THEOREM. K S has rank 1. If , in addition, k has characteristic zero0
 G. w G x:then K S s S .0
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Proof. First note that if w is a word in the x in S then up to scalari
. i1 i nmultiplication w can be reordered so it has the standard form x ??? x .1 n
It follows that if w is long enough then it contains a subword of the form
x my 1, for some i. As in Theorem 3.14 such a word lies in I. It follows fromi
Lemma 3.13 that the action is admissible.
 .We now show that HC p is injective. This is similar to the proof of0
 .Theorem 3.7 except that we must cope with the mild noncommutativity
 .of S. Let a s x , for some i, and let b be a standard monomial. Leti
1 / t g G. Then, in R we have
w xR , R = abt y bt a s 1 y vl abt , .
where 1 / v is an mth root of unity and l g L. The hypothesis on L
w xensures that abt g R, R . Now, just as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we
 .can deduce that HC p is injective. The result follows from Theorem0
 .  .3.6 b , c .
3.18. EXAMPLE. Suppose that k contains three distinct cube roots of
unity. Let V s W [ W9. Let v be a primitive cube root of unity and
 : 2suppose that G s s is such that s acts as v1 on W, and as v 1 onW W 9
 .W9. Now let x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x be a basis of W [ W9. Choose1 p pq1 pqq
 . y1l g M k so that l s l , for all i, j, and so that l s 1, fori j pqq i j ji i i
 .all i. Now set S s T V rI, where I is generated by x x y l x x , fori j i j j i
1 F i, j F p q q.
 G. w G x:THEOREM. K S s S .0
Proof. This is quite similar to Theorem 3.16 and so we only sketch the&
proof. It is easy to see that R ( M V rp. Since, the only paths surviving .
in R are edges we can use the action of the torus H s a e q a e :1 1 2 2
4  .   ..a g k* to show that R, R = 1 q J R , as is required to prove thei
result.
3.19
Let us give some further illustrations of Theorem 3.6, when S is
noncommutative.
EXAMPLE. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over k an algebraically
 .closed field of characteristic zero, and let U g be the enveloping algebra
 .of g. Composing the Chevalley and principal automorphisms of U g gives
 .an automorphism s of U g of order 2. If R is a set of nonzero roots and
B a set of simple roots then s is defined on the Chevalley basis by
s X s yX , for a g R, and s H s yH , for b g B.a ya b b
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  .s :. w  .s : x:THEOREM. K U g s U g .0
 .  :Proof. It is easy to see that the ideal of U g a s generated by
 .  .e s 1 q s meets U g in the ideal gU g . Thus all the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.6 are verified.
3.20. THEOREM. Let A be a finitely generated, free abelian group and let
k be a field of characteristic different from 2 with k 2 s k. Let G be the cyclic
 G. w G x:group of order 2 acting on S s kA by in¨ersion. Then K S s S .0
 :  :Proof. Let us fix some notation. Let A s a , . . . , a . Let G s x .1 d
 4M denotes the set of subsets of 1, 2, . . . , d . If I g M then a s  a .I ig I i
w x  2 .It is shown in BL that R ( k ArA . In particular, the images of the aI
in R, which we continue to denote by a , form a k-basis of R. Note thatI
 . . w x  .1r2 1 " a x are idempotents in T. It is shown in BL that K T isI 0
w . x w xfree abelian with basis a x y 1 T , for I g M, and eT . Evidently,I
w x  .  . .  . .eT g ker K f . Since 1r2 1 " a x has image 1r2 1 . a in R,0 I I
 .  .Artin induction tells us that K R rim K f is power of 2 torsion. It0 0
w x:  .follows from this that eT s ker K f . For any k-algebra X there is a0
 .  .natural map u : K X m k* ª K X . The diagramX 0 Z 1
 .K f m10 6
K T m k* K R m k* .  .0 Z 0 Z
6
uu RT
6  .K f1 6
K RK T  . . 11
 .commutes. Now u is an isomorphism and, from the above, K f m 1 isR 0
 .  G.surjective. Thus, K f is surjective and it follows easily that K S s1 0
w G x:S .
 .3.21. EXAMPLE differential operators on quotients of projective space .
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and let G be a
 . nfinite, nontrivial subgroup of PGL k acting naturally on P . Furthernq1
assume that G acts freely outside a closed subset of P n with codimension
 n .at least 2. Let D P rG denote the globally defined differential operators
n w xon the quotient variety P rG. For more details on this example see Ho .
G n.Finally, denote by K P the Grothendieck group of the category of0
G-equivariant vector bundles on P n. For the definition of the latter see
w xBBM, p. 32 .
  n .. G n.THEOREM. K D P rG is isomorphic to a subgroup of K P .0 0
Further,
rank K D P nrG F rank K G P n y 1. .  . .0 0
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w x  n .Proof. As shown in Ho we have D P rG s End P , where P s eTT
 n.and T s D P aG. Further, R ( kGrekG. Since kGrekG : T certainly
 .   n ..K f is surjective and so, by Corollary 2.6, K D P rG is a subgroup1 0
 . n nof K T of strictly smaller rank. Let p : P ª P rG be the quotient0
morphism and consider the monomorphism of sheaves of k-algebras
j: p#O naG ª p# D naG. I claim that j induces an isomorphism be-P P
tween the Grothendieck groups of the categories of coherent modules over
these two sheaves of algebras. The proof of this follows from the main
w x w xtheorem of Y together with Quillen's theorem Qu, Theorem 6.7 . Note
G n.that K P is isomorphic to the Grothendieck group of the category of0
n w xG-equivariant coherent sheaves on P , by BBM, p. 35 . Further, the latter
category is equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves of modules over
w xnp#O aG. Now, as shown in Ho , the category of finitely generatedP
 n .modules over D P aG is equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves
on p# D naG. Thus, we obtain the result.P
3.22
In view of Gubeladze's result and our results for free actions above we
w xcomplete this paper by reiterating Kraft's question Kr, 5.1 .
QUESTION. Let V be a rational representation of a reducti¨ e algebraic
group defined o¨er an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Then is
 .Ge¨ery finitely generated projecti¨ e S V -module stably free or e¨en free?
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